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The Lifting of the Veil
Sant Ajaib Singh Ji
a continuation of the previous
Satsang [published last month], which
described the prayer of the disciple to see
the Inner Form. Now we have the reply
of the Master to the disciple.
HIS IS

T

Look, my dear, I'm explaining to
you:
My Form is unique.
Master is telling the disciple, "Look here,
I am explaining to you about my Form.
I have another Form other than the form
which is made up of the five elements. Up
until now, no rishis, munis, gods or
goddesses have ever obtained that Form.
In order to achieve that Form, people
have worked very hard and left no stone
unturned. Many people left their homes
and went into the wilderness, suffered
much and bore many pains in order to
achieve that Form. Many people even
sold their own selves to achieve that
Form. But until I came and explained to
them how they could achieve that Form,
they did not become successful."
Several times I have said that just as the
elephant has visible teeth outside [tusks]
but different teeth for eating, in the same
way, the body of the Master, which is
made up of the five elements, is different
from the Power that is working within the
body of the Master.
So here Swami Ji Maharaj says, "Look
here, dear one, I am explaining to you my
unique Form."

This discourse, on a hymn of Swami Ji
Maharaj from the Sar Bachan, was given
at Sant Bani Ashram in Rajasthan in
December 1980.
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No one can find that Form
Unless I give them support.
Mahatma Chatardas says, "In order to get
the darshan of the Beloved many people
became monks. They left their homes and
set up tents in the wilderness. They remained hungry and their bodies became
emaciated. But even after doing all these
things, when they didn't get the darshan
of the Beloved, they became disappointed.
Now the Master is telling the disciple,
"The Form of Shabd in which I reside
cannot be achieved by anyone by his own
efforts. This can be achieved only if I
come and make anyone achieve the
Form. Unless I give my own support to
the disciple, he cannot achieve that."
Kabir Sahib says that the trees grow for
the benefit of others, the rivers flow for
the benefit of others, the rain comes down
on the earth for the benefit of others; and
the fourth thing that comes for the benefit
of others is the Masters. All of them work
only for the benefit of others.
Guru Nanak Sahib says, "The Masters
come into the world for the sake of the
souls." Giving their own life impulse, they
make the souls meet the Almighty Lord.

Do work, kill the mind,
And stop (control) the openings of
the organs of senses.
Now the Master makes the disciple
understand. He says, "If you want to
achieve That Form of mine, first of all,
you do your job. Take your mind to
Brahm from where it has been created he is the resident of Brahm, the
3

commander-in-chief of Brahm; and like
us, he has also forgotten his real Home."
The weapons of the mind are the
organs of senses. So don't let your mind
work through his weapons. If you take
away the weapons of the mind, then what
can he do to you?

Taking the soul, reach the Gagan
Which is beyond the mountain of
Sunn.
What should you do? What type of job
do you have to do? You have to
withdraw, by doing Simran, and come
behind the eyes. Then you have to go into the Brahm and further on up to Par
Brahm.

I'll show you the Inaccessible,
Unreachable Form of Sat Purush.
"Then from Par Brahm, you have to take
your soul to Banwar Gupha. Where will
I take you from there? To the lap of Sat
Purush; and after that you will be taken
to those two planes which are called
Alakh and Agam."
The Negative Power did the devotion
of Sat Purush twice - once for seventy
ages, and again for sixty-four ages. After
pleasing Sat Purush, he got hold of all the
souls, and in order to keep them with
him, he created the cage of the body to
which he attached the mind. You can
imagine the condition of this creation, if
there were no man, no animals, no
bodies.
Just as we now have the cage of the
body and mind, if we were animals, then
also we would have this cage. If we were
in the heavens, then also we would have
the cage of the astral bodies. Wherever
there is body and mind, there is always
restlessness and pain.

Beyond that is Radhasoami
Which is my own Form.
Now the Master says, "When you go
4

beyond Alakh and Agam, then there is
the plane which is called Radhasoami."
Almost all the perfect Masters and Saints
have called that Almighty Lord by the
word, Soami, which means the Master.
Guru Nanak said, "Oh Soami, You are
the Highest One; how can one know Your
praise?" So here, Swami Ji Maharaj
describes the Almighty Lord by saying the
word, Radhasoami, which means the
Owner of the Soul. So he says, "When I
take you beyond Alakh and Agam, I will
take you to Radhasoami plane; that is my
Home and that is my real Form."

Have patience, do Satsang;
With my grace and mercy, TI1 improve you.
Well, when we get Initiation, in the beginning we start doing the meditation. After
meditating for a few days, the mind
creates the feeling of "hurry" within us he tells us, "You have not achieved any
results yet; what is the use of doing this
meditation?"
So that is why Swami Ji Maharaj says,
"Give up sleep, laziness, and this feeling
of hurry, and have the yearning for the
Shabd." So you should give up sleep,
laziness, and this feeling of hurry; you
should never feel meditation as a burden,
but you should always do it lovingly and
with full faith in the Master.
That is why here He says, "Have
patience-don't
have this feeling of
hurry - keep attending the Satsang; and
definitely with my grace and mercy, I will
improve your condition, and I will take
you back to your real Home, Sach
Khand."

I'll definitely make you see that
Form;
Why must you pray for it so soon?
Now the Master is telling the disciple,
"Since I have given you the Initiation into Naam and I have taken responsibility
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for you, then definitely I will take you
back to your Home and make you see
that Form of Shabd in which I always
live."
Many times I have told you the story
about those two people who were sitting
under trees and doing their meditation.
They had been told by their Masters that
if they did their meditation for twelve
years, they would get the darshan of
Almighty God.
But once Narada, a Rishi who has been
called the "Mind of God," came there and
he wanted to know if these two devotees
wanted to send any message to God. He
came to them and asked them if they had
anything to say. The first meditator said,
"My Master told me to meditate for
twelve years, and I have been doing that;
only two more months are left. You
should ask God if He will give me His
darshan after two months or not." The
other one said, "My Master told me to
meditate for twelve years, and I have
done more than that; and I will continue
doing it until I get the darshan of God.
But you should ask Him how many more
years I will need to meditate in order to
get His darshan."
So when Narada went back to God, he
told Him about the mortal world, and he
asked the questions of those two
meditators. So God replied, "Yes, you
should go and tell that man who had only
two months left, that he will have to
meditate for two more months after completing his twelve years; and then he will
get to see Me. And the other one, who
had done more than his Master told him,
should count the leaves of the tree under
which he is sitting, and meditate for all
those years. If he will do so much meditation, only then maybe I will think about
giving My darshan to him."
So Narada came back to the mortal
world. First he went to the man whom he
had to tell to meditate only for four more
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months. When Narada told him, "First
you have to complete your twelve years
of meditation, and then meditate for two
more months to get the darshan of God,"
he got upset at him. With his tongs he
started chasing and beating Narada, saying, " Why should I meditate for two more
months, after completing my twelve
years? Maybe then God will say, "You
have to meditate for two more years."
Then who will be responsible? It means
that my Master was false, because what
he said has not come true."
Anyway, after saving himself from that
man, Narada came to the other one. But
now he was really afraid, because he had
to tell him that he had to meditate as
many years as the leaves of the tree. So
he didn't want to sit or relax; he remained alert. Narada thought that if he
sat down and conveyed the message of
God, then definitely this meditator would
kill him.
But the other meditator was not like the
first one. He first welcomed Narada:
"Come, sit here." But Narada replied,
"No, I don't want to do anything like that.
Take the message and let me go." But the
man said, "No, let me first pay some
respect to you: you are the dear one of
my Beloved, and the dear one of the
Beloved is not less than the Beloved. So
let me pay some respect to you."
Then when Narada conveyed the
message of God to him, this meditator did
not get upset; instead he became happy
and asked Narada, "Did God really say
that He will give me his darshan? This
means that my Master was truewhatever he told me to do, that is
definitely bearing fruit."
In his happiness he started dancing;
and because he was so intoxicated in his
love for God and had so much faith in
God, his inner eye was opened right there
and he got the darshan of Almighty God.
So that is why here Swami Ji Maharaj
5

says, "You should have patience, you
should not be in a hurry - because when
I have taken responsibility far you why
should you worry? Don't let your mind
create this thing for you. Keep doing your
meditation and leave the rest for me to
do."

I have taken your worries-

Dear one, remain without worries.
Now the Master tells the disciple.,"I have
taken your worries on me; now your job
is to do Bhajan and Simran."
This is true: that as long as we think
that we are taking care of ourselves, we
never become successful. But when we see
that God is the one who is taking care of
us, and when we surrender everything to
God, then we become successful; because
God is always taking care of us. As long
as we think that we are the doer, that we
are doing something, then we never
become successful. It is like a child in the
lap of the mother. As long as he stays in
her lap, she is concerned about him. She
does every possible thing for his comfort.
But when the child gets down from her
lap, and starts thinking that he is
something, and that he can take care of
himself, then the mother may let him try.
If someone is working for someone
else, in a field or in a store, the owner of
that field or store will always pay him. Do
you think that God will keep you unpaid
if you are working for Him? If we do our
meditation, understanding ourselves at
least as workers for Him, then also it can
help develop faith in Him.
All the minutes and seconds which we
spend in meditation are counted in our
devotion, and Master keeps the account
of that in His register and He saves it.
Once some disciples of Guru Arjan Dev
Ji went to Kabul. In the house in which
they were staying one boy died, and the
family members started weeping and crying because the boy was very young. So
6

the disciples of Guru Argan Dev Ji, using
their spiritual powers, brought that boy
back to life.
When they came back to their Master,
they found Him very upset. He told them,
"You have earned your spiritual powers
and you are not supposed to waste them
in performing miracles. It was the Will of
God that that boy had to leave the body,
and you used your spiritual powers to
make him live. You have tried to become
equal to God: that is not good."
Since then, the veil has been dropped
down: the disciples who practice this Path
are not shown their progress, their own
earnings of meditation. The Masters do
not want that the disciples should waste
their spiritual powers, their earnings in
meditation, by performing miracles and
using them in worldly things. To some
disciples -those whom Master thinks can
bear it, control it, and not misuse it - He
does show their earnings. And to some
strong-hearted disciples, those who can
hold a lot, Master even shows His own
meditation.
This means that whatever meditation
we do, whatever minutes or seconds we
spend, that is all counted in our devotion;
we are accumulating our earnings with
every single minute of meditation. Master
keeps our wealth with Him, and at the
time of our death He gives it all to us.
When the child wants to put his hand
in the fire, the parents know that it is not
good for him; they catch his hand and
they hold him back. The child weeps
because he wants to do that; he does not
know that it is not good for him. But the
parents know that if he does that, he will
burn his hand. Later on, when the child
grows enough to understand that it is not
good for him to put his hand in the fire,
the parents do not need to restrain him.
In this way, when the Master sees that
we will not misuse our spiritual powers,
then He lifts the veil and shows us all that
SANT BANI

we have earned. Otherwise, He keeps the
wealth with Him, and gives it to us at the
time of our death.
Give up worries, have strong love
And beautify it with faith.
Now he says that you should give up worrying also. You should not worry about
the future or anything like that. You
should have strong love for the Master.
Unless we have complete love for the
Master, and faith in Him, the Path will
not be open to us. Since He is sitting
within us, He knows everything about us;
and that is why there is no need to be worried about anything. He knows how much
love we have for Him, and when we love
Him more than we love our own self, then
He opens His door to us at once.
We cannot deceive the Inner Master,
and we cannot make a fool out of Him.
Sitting within us, He is aware of our every
single action and every thought.
Kabir Sahib says, "Sitting in the window, the Lord is looking at everybody's
devotion. Whatever amount of devotion
one does for Him, He pays him according
to that."
I myself will make you do this work
And will make you reach the Real
Home.

"The souls whom I am responsible for,
I myself make them do the devotion and
take them to the Real Home, to Sat
Purush."
Saints live like other people in this
world, and They do almost everything
other people do. That is why we people
cannot appreciate them or understand
their importance.
When Kabir Sahib took Queen Indra
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Mati to Sach Khand, and when she saw
that there was no difference between
Kabir Sahib and Sat Purush, she said, "If
I had known this before, I would not have
done so much meditation. Why did I need
to do the meditation if I had known that
you were the Almighty Lord? Kabir Sahib
replied, "You would never have believed
in me. You would have asked: How can
this ordinary man be the Sat Purush?
That is why you were made to meditate
so that you could see Truth for yourself."
Radhasoami says, "Whenever it will
come in the Will."
When it comes in the will of the Almighty
Lord -that He has t o liberate souls -He
himself comes down into this world and
takes the souls back to the Real Home.
He comes in the body of the Masters to
take the souls back. If Masters want to
take back the souls, they do; nobody else
can do that. Nobody can go back to the
Real Home by their own efforts. Unless
the Master comes to take them, they cannot go.
Those who were born in this world in
the time of Kabir Sahib, who got Initiation from Him and did the meditation,
they were taken by Kabir Sahib after
making them into Kabir. The Master
makes the disciple into His own form.
So lovingly and having faith in the
Master, we should also do our meditation; because we all have got the Naam
and one day we also will be taken to our
Real Home, Sach Khand, by our Master.
Our Master has given us His Naam, He
has the glory of Naam, and Naam is the
only thing which can take us back. But
we should also do the meditation, having
love and faith for the Master.

The Hateful One
but
I am to leave this gloomy place
he muddles the weather the season
the time
Is it always dusk or night here
Is that dew or frost or snow on the slope
and thus delays me
below m y window
Then he tempts me with the power of the seer
and sends flying metal cranes before
violent cold winds to blow down m y house
when I refuse to accept it
Shall I see the lady with the mirrors again
I love her
or will she be dead
but she has no heart
Has his gossips bow and mock m e
when I say
most courteously
not here
Wreaks devastation on near neighbors
I take them in
Shoots poisoned arrows at a friend
I dress her wounds
tell her
pray
it will keep the holy one
without ceasing
and the hateful one at bay
close
Malevolent mountainous medicine man
all of it
cause of all trouble
of death
you smell of burning flesh
Gigantic champion on lethal skis
sliding to brutally divide me
With eyes closed
apparitions vanish
Little mad grizzled trapper
fringes dancing in your helpless rage
as I glide effortlessly by
seduce me
To you who would frighten me
flatter
confuse and destroy me
I cry
sometimes loud and sometimes not so loud
never
never
never
never
make me strong and resolute and
brave enough to face him
whatever his manifestation
above all
grant me
only and always
the constant protection of Your Name
Oh Beloved
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The purpose of this compilation is not so
much to convince flesh-eaters to become
vegetarians - although i f it serves that
purpose, that's fine- but rather to demonstrate conclusively to flesh-eaters and
vegetarians alike the reality of the view
from the vegetarian side. The refusal to
eat flesh is not in any sense, and should
never be viewed as, a religious ritual or
ceremonial requirement; it is a real act,
with real consequences in the real world
on many different levels, just as flesheating is a real act with real consequences.
What those consequences are, physically
and spiritually, will be spelled out in
detail, from various perspectives, in the
selections that follow. While a theology
may be built from the consideration of
those consequences, it is important that
we never allow the theology to drown out
the reality.
It is also a great mistake for Westerners
to look on vegetarian ideas as an import
from the East, something alien to their
own culture. The majority of the great
men cited in this article are Westerners,
and the ideal of harmlessness has been
present in our culture, as in all others,
from the beginning. It is true that the
West has succeeded more thoroughly than
the East in submerging that ideal; but it
has not succeeded completely, and down
through the ages, as we will see, its
greatest representatives have understood
and practiced what Albert Schweitzer
called "Reverencefor life." It is a question of humanity, not of culture.
1. GAUTAMA BUDDHA

All of the Masters of India have laid great
stress on the necessity of vegetarianism in
order to practice successful meditation,
and the Lord Buddha is no exceptionalthough many of those who invoke his
name today deny it, a fact prophesied in
the following selection. These words are
from The Surangama Sutra, an ancient

Sanskrit text recognized as of the highest
authority by all Mahayana Buddhistsincluding the Tibetan and Zen schools.
The next important hindrance and allurement is the tendency of all sentient beings
of all the six realms of existence to gratify
their pride of egoism. To gain this, one
is prone to be unkind, to be unjust and
cruel, to other sentient beings. This tendency lures them into the bondage of
deaths and rebirth, but if this tendency
can be controlled they will no longer be
lured into this bondage for right control
of mind will enable them to keep the Precept of kindness to all animate life. The
reason for practicing dhyana and seeking
to attain Samadhi is to escape from the
suffering of life, but in seeking to escape
from suffering ourselves, why should we
inflict it upon others? Unless you can so
control your minds that even the thought
of brutal unkindness and killing is abhorrent, you will never be able to escape from
the bondage of the world's life. No matter how keen you may be mentally, no
matter how much you may be able to
practice dhyana, no matter to how high
a degree of Samadhi you may attain,
unless you have wholly annihilated all
tendency to unkindness toward others,
you will ultimately fall into the realms of
existence where the evil ghosts dwell.
There are three ranks of these ghosts:
-the highest are the mighty ghosts, the
next are the Yaksha ghosts who fly in the
air, and the lowest are the Raksha ghosts
that live under the earth. Each of these
ghosts has his double that disguises itself
as having attained enlightenment. After
my Parinirvana in the last kalpa these different kinds of ghosts will be encountered
everywhere deceiving people and teaching
them that they can eat meat and still attain enlightenment. But how can any
faithful follower of the Lord Tathagata
kill sentient life and eat the flesh?
SANT BANI

You of this great assembly ought to appreciate that those human beings who
might become enlightened and attain
Samadhi, because of eating meat, can
only hope to attain the rank of a great
Raksha and until the end of their enjoyment of it must sink into the never ceasing round of deaths and rebirths. They
are not true disciples of Buddha. If they
kill sentient beings and eat the flesh, they
will not be able to escape from this triple
world. Therefore, Ananda, next to teaching the people of the last kalpa to put
away all sexual lust, you must teach them
to put an end to killing and brutal cruelty.
If one is trying to practice dhyana and
is still eating meat, he would be like a man
closing his ears and shouting loudly and
then asserting that he heard nothing. The
more one conceals things, the more apparent they become. Pure and earnest
bhikshus and Bodhisattva-Mahasattvas,
when walking a narrow path, will never
so much as tread on the growing grass
beside the path. How can a bhikshu, who
hopes to become a deliverer of others,
himself be living on the flesh of other sentient beings? '
2. ISAIAH
In the very first chapter of the Bible it is
written, And God said, Behold, I have
given you every herb bearing seed, which
is upon the face of all the earth, and every
tree, in the which is the fruit of a tree
yielding seed; to you it shall be for meat.
And to every beast of the earth, and to
every fowl of the air, and to everything
that creepeth upon the earth, wherein
there is life, I have given every green herb
for meat: and it was so.2 This tremendous
vision of a Golden Age in which not only
humans but the entire animate creation
was non-violent ended with the Fall; but
Isaiah, the great Biblical prophet, saw its
restoration as an integralpart of the work
of the true Master:
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And there shall come forth a rod out
of the stem of Jesse and a Branch shall
grow out of his roots:
And the spirit of the LORDshall rest
upon him, the spirit of wisdom and
understanding, the spirit of counsel and
might, the spirit of knowledge and of the
fear of the LORD;
And shall make him of quick understanding in the fear of the LORD:and he
shall not judge after the sight of his eyes,
neither reprove after the hearing of his
ears:
But with righteousness shall he judge
the poor, and reprove with equity for the
meek of the earth: and he shall smite the
earth with the rod of his mouth, and with
the breath of his lips shall he slay the
wicked.
And righteousness shall be the girdle of
his loins, and faithfulness the girdle of his
reins.
The wolf also shall dwell with the lamb,
and the leopard shall lie down with the
kid; and the calf and the young lion and
the fatling together; and a little child shall
lead them.
And the cow and the bear shall feed;
their young ones shall lie down together:
and the lion shall eat straw like the ox.
And the sucking child shall play on the
hole of the asp, and the weaned child shall
put his hand on the cockatrice's den.
They shall not hurt nor destroy in all
my holy mountain: for the earth shall be
full of the knowledge of the LORD,as the
waters cover the sea.3

*

*

*

Thus saith the LORD,the heaven is my
throne, and the earth is my footstool:
where is the place of my rest?
For all those things hath mine hand
made, and all those things have been,
saith the LORD: But to this man will I
look, even to him that is poor and of a
contrite spirit, and trembleth at my word.
He that killeth an ox is as if he slew a

your faith," and he sat down among them
saying:
"It was said to them of old time,
'Honor thy Heavenly Father and thy
earthly mother, and do their commandments, that thy days may be long upon
the earth.' And next afterwards was given
this commandment: 'Thou shalt not kill,'
for life is given to all by God, and that
3. JESUS OF NAZARETH
which
God has given, let not man take
There is a great deal of evidence to the
away. For I tell you truly, from one
effect that Jesus and His immediate disMother proceeds all that lives upon the
ciples were indeed vegetarian, and that the
earth. Therefore, he who kills, kills his
New Testament as we have it has been
brother. And from him will the Earthly
systematically edited from the non--vege- Mother turn away, and will pluck from
tarian point of view. The most ancient him her quickening breasts. And he will
gospel known to us, The Gospel Accord- be shunned by her angels, and Satan will
ing to the Ebionites, of which only have his dwelling in his body. And the
fragments survive, presents both Jesus flesh of slain beasts in his body will
and John the Baptist as practicing and become his own tomb. For I tell you
teaching vegetariani~m;~
and James the truly, he who kills, kills himself, and whoJust, who was eitker Jesus' cousin or so eats the flesh of slain beasts, eats the
brother, and who was His successor in body of death . . . And their death will
Jerusalem, has always been known for his become his death . . . For the wages of
vegetarianism. The early church historian sin is death. Kill not, neither eat the flesh
Hegesippus, writing about 160 A.D., says of your innocent prey, lest you become
that James was "holy from his mother's the slaves of Satan. For that is the path
womb, drank no wine nor strong drink, of suffering, and it leads unto death. But
This is one do the Will of God that His angels may
nor ate animal food . .
who was intimately associated with Jesus serve you on the way of life. Obey,
from birth and was entrusted by Him with therefore, the words of God: 'Behold, I
the Jerusalem work; where would he have have given you every herb bearing seed,
derived this from if not from Jesus, or which is upon the face of the earth, and
every tree, in which is the fruit of a tree
from a common source?
The Essene Gospel of Peace, from yielding seed; to you it shall be for meat;
which the following selections were taken, and to every beast of the earth, and to
exists both in the original Aramaic and every fowl of the air, and to everything
in an Old Slavonic translation. It was that creepeth upon the earth, wherein
translated into English by Edmond there is breath of life, I give every green
herb for meat.' Also the milk of everyBordeaux Szekely.
thing that moveth and that liveth upon
But they (the disciples) answered him: each shall be meat for you; even as the
"Whither should we go, Master, for with green herb have I given unto them, SO I
you are the words of eternal life? Tell us, give their milk unto you. But flesh, and
what are the sins we must shun, that we the blood which quickens it, shall ye not
eat. . ."
may never more see disease?"
Then another (disciple) said, "Moses,
Jesus answered: "Be it so according to
man; he that sacrificeth a lamb,, as if he
cut off a dog's neck; he that off'ereth an
oblation, as if he offered swine's blood;
he that burneth incense, as if he blessed
an idol. Yea, they have chosen their own
ways, and their soul delighteth in their
abominations.

.jJ6
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the greatest in Israel, suffered our (thisprecept is still observed in the stricter
forefathers to eat the flesh of clean beasts, Roman Catholic orders):
and forbade the flesh of unclean beasts.
We think it sufficient for the daily dinWhy, therefore, do you forbid us the
ner, whether at the sixth or the ninth
flesh of all beasts? Which law comes from
hour, that every table have two cooked
God? That of Moses or your law?"
dishes, on account of individual infirm. . . And Jesus continued, "God com- ities, so that he who for some reason canmanded your forefathers: 'Thou shalt not
not eat of the one may make his meal of
kill,' but their heart was hardened and
the other. Therefore let two cooked dishes
they killed. Then Moses desired that at
suffice for all the brethren; and if any
least they should not kill men, and he suffruit or fresh vegetables are available, let
fered them to kill beasts. And then the
a third dish be added.
heart of your forefathers was hardened
Let a good pound weight of bread sufyet more, and they killed men and beasts
fice for the day. . .
likewise. But I say to you: Kill neither
But if it happens that the work was
men, nor beasts, nor yet the food which
heavier, it shall lie within the Abbot's
goes into your mouth. For if you eat livdiscretion and power, should it be expediing food, the same will quicken you, but
ent to add something to the fare. Above
if you kill your food, the dead food will
all things, however, over-indulgence must
kill you also, for life comes only from life,
be avoided and a monk must never be
and death comes always from death. For
overtaken by indigestion; for there is
everything which kills your food, kills
nothing so opposed to the Christian charyour bodies also. And everything which
acter as over-indulgence, according to
kills your bodies kills your souls also. And
Our Lord's words, "See to it that your
your bodies become what your foods are,
hearts be not burdened with over-induleven as your spirits, likewise, become
gence.". . .
what your thoughts are. . .
Except the sick who are very weak, let
"So eat always from the table of God:
all abstain entirely from eating the flesh
the fruits of the trees, the grain and
of four-footed animals."
grasses of the field, the milk of beasts,
and the honey of bees. For everything
5. PERCY BYSSHE SHELLEY
beyond these is Satan, and leads by the
way of sins and of diseases unto death. Shelley (1792-1822) was one of the four
But the foods which you eat from the or five greatest poets in the English
abundant table of God give strength and language and is perhaps responsible more
youth to your body, and you will never than anyone else for the seriousness with
see disease. . ."'
which the vegetarian ideal has been taken
by poets and intellectuals in the modern
4. ST. BENEDICT
West. He was primarily responsible for
Despite the effective suppression of vege- convincing Bernard Shaw, for example,
tarian (and all esoteric) ideas by the offi- and his testimony is hard to ignore: his
cial church, the spiritual tradition contin- insight into human nature is too deep,
ued to exist in the person and teaching of and his understanding of the human conthe great Christian mystics. One of the dition too profound, to allow his ideas to
most influential of these was St. Benedict be ignored. The following poetry extract
(480-547 A.D.) whose Rule was basically is from his early philosophical epic,
vegetarian as the follo wing excerpt shows Queen Mab; he is presenting his vision
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of what man can be, in a passage reminiscent of the prophet Isaiah. The prose
selection that follows is his note on that
part of the poem; the note, greatly
abridged here, considers vegetarianism
from all angles, including those of health
and of more efficient and intelligent use
of natural resources. A great deal 0f a d ditional work has been done in this last
area since Shelley's day; much of it is
summarized by the present writer in "A
Matter of Time,"SANT BANI, June 1979,
along with comments on the view of history as a result of the fall of man from
a vegetarian to a carnivorous state -- also
dealt with by Shelley here.
Here now the human being stands
adorning
This loveliest earth with taintless body
and mind;
Blest from his birth with all bland impulses,
Which gently in his noble bosom wake
All kindly passions and all pure desires.
Him, still from hope to hope the bliss
pursuing,
Which from the exhaustless lore of
human weal
Draws on the virtuous mind, the thoughts
that rise
In time-destroying infiniteness, gift
With self-enshrined eternity, that mocks
The unprevailing hoariness of age,
And man, once fleeting o'er the transient
scene
Swift as an unremembered vision, stands
Immortal upon earth: no longer now
He slays the lamb that looks him in the
face,
And horribly devours his mangled flesh,
Which, still avenging nature's broken law,
Kindles all putrid humours in his frame,
All evil passions, and all vain belief,
Hatred, despair, and loathing in his mind,
The germs of misery, death, disease, and
crime.

No longer now the winged habitants,
That in the woods their sweet lives sing
away,
Flee from the form of man; but gather
round,
And prune their sunny feathers on the
hands
Which little children stretch in friendly
sport
Towards these dreadless partners of their
play.
All things are void of terror: man has lost
His terrible prerogative, and stands
An equal amidst equals: happiness
And science dawn, though late upon the
earth;
Peace cheers the mind, health renovates
the frame;
Disease and pleasure cease to mingle here,
Reason and passion cease to combat
there;
Whilst each unfettered o'er the earth
extend
Their all-subduing energies, and wield
The sceptre of a vast dominion there;
Whilst every shape and mode of matter
lends
Its force to the omnipotence of mind,
Which from its dark mine drags the gem
of truth
To decorate its paradise of peace.9

*

*

*

I hold that the depravity of the physical
and moral nature of man originated in his
unnatural habits of life. The origin of
man, like that of the universe of which
he is a part, is enveloped in impenetrable
mystery. His generations either had a
beginning, or they had not. The weight
of evidence in favour of each of these suppositions seems tolerably equal; and it is
perfectly unimportant to the present argument which is assumed. The language
spoken however by the mythology of
nearly all religions seems to prove, that
at some distant period man forsook the
path of nature, and sacrificed the purity
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and happiness of his being to unnatural
appetites. The date of this event seems to
have also been that of some great change
in the climates of the earth, with which
it has an obvious correspondence. The
allegory of Adam and Eve eating of the
tree of evil, and entailing upon their
posterity the wrath of God and the loss
of everlasting life, admits of no other explanation than the disease and crime that
have flowed from unnatural diet. . . .
Man, and the animals whom he has infected with his society or depraved by his
dominion, are alone diseased. The wild
hog, the mouflon, the bison, and the
wolf, are perfectly exempt from malady,
and invariably die either from external
violence or natural old age. But the
domestic hog, the sheep, the cow, and the
dog, are subject t o an incredible variety
of distempers; and, like the corrupters of
their nature, have physicians who thrive
upon their miseries. The supereminence
of man is like Satan's, the supereminence
of pain; and the majority of his species,
doomed to penury, disease, and crime,
have reason to curse the untoward event,
that, by enabling him to communicate his
sensations, raised him above the level of
his fellow-animals. But the steps that have
been taken are irrevocable. The whole of
human science is comprised in one question: How can the advantages of intellect
and civilisation be reconciled with the
liberty and pure pleasures of natural life?
How can we take the benefits, and reject
the evils, of the system which is now interwoven with all the fibres of our being?-I believe that abstinence from
animal food and spirituous liquors would
in a great measure capacitate us for the
solution of this important question. . . .
Comparative anatomy teaches us that
man resembles frugivorous animals in
everything, and carnivorous in nothing;
he has neither claws wherewith to seize his
prey, nor distinct and pointed teeth to tear
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the living fibre. A Mandarin of the first
class, with nails two inches long, would
probably find them alone inefficient to
hold even a hare. After every subterfuge
of gluttony, the bull must be degraded into the ox, and the ram into the wether,
by an unnatural and unhuman operation,
that the flaccid fibre may offer a fainter
resistance to rebellious nature. It is only
by softening and disguising dead flesh by
culinary preparation, that it is rendered
susceptible of mastication or digestion;
and that the sight of its bloody juices and
raw horror does not excite intolerable
loathing and disgust. Let the advocate of
animal food force himself to a decisive experiment on its fitness, and, as Plutarch
recommends, tear a living lamb with his
teeth, and plunging his head into its vitals,
slake his thirst with the steaming blood;
when fresh from the deed of horror, let
him revert to the irresistable instinct of
nature that would rise in judgement
against it, and say, Nature formed me for
such work as this. Then, and only, would
he be consistent.
Man resembles no carnivorous animal.
There is no exception, unless man be one,
to the rule of the herbivorous animals
having cellulated colons.
The orang-outang perfectly resembles
man both in the order and number of his
teeth. The orang-outang is the most anthropomorphous of the ape tribe, all of
which are strictly frugivorous. There is no
other species of animals, which live on
different food, in which this analogy exists. In many frugivorous animals, the
canine teeth are more pointed and distinct
than those of man. The resemblance also
of the human stomach to that of the
orang-outang, is greater than to that of
any other animal.
The intestines are also identical with
those of herbivorous animals, which persent a larger surface for absorption, and
have ample and cellulated colons. The

caecum also, though short, is larger than
that of carnivorous animals; and even
here the orang-outang retains its accustomed similarity.
The structure of the human frame then
is that of one fitted to a pure vegetable
diet in every essential particular. It is true,
that the reluctance to abstain from animal
food, in those who have been long accustomed to its stimulus, is so great in
some persons of weak minds as to be
scarcely overcome; but this is far from
bringing any argument in its favour. A
lamb, which was fed for some time on
flesh by a ship's crew, refused its natural
diet at the end of the voyage. There are
numerous instances of horses, sheep, oxen, and even wood-pigeons, having been
taught to live upon flesh, until they have
loathed their natural aliment. Young
children evidently prefer pastry, oranges,
apples, and other fruit, to the flesh of
animals; until, by the gradual depravation
of the digestive organs the free use of
vegetables has for a time produced serious
inconveniencies; for a time I say, since
there never was an instance wherein a
change from spirituous liquors and
animal food to vegetables and pure water,
has failed ultimately to invigorate the
body by rendering its juices bland and
consentaneous, and to restore to the mind
that cheerfulness and elasticity which not
one in fifty possesses on the present
system. A love of strong liquors is also
with difficulty taught to infants. Almost
everyone remembers the wry faces which
the first glass of port produced. Unsophisticated instinct is invariably unerring; but to decide on the fitness of animal
food from the perverted appetites which
its constrained adoption produces, is to
make the criminal a judge of his own
cause; it is even worse; for it is appealing
to the infatuated drunkard in a question
of the salubrity of brandy. . . .
Except in children, there remain no

traces of that instinct which determines,
in all other animals, what aliment is
natural or otherwise; and so perfectly
obliterated are they in the reasoning
adults of our species, that it has become
necessary to urge considerations drawn
from comparative anatomy to prove that
we are naturally frugivorous. . . .
In proportion to the number of proselytes, so will be the weight of evidence;
and, when a thousand persons can be produced, living on vegetables and distilled
water, who have to dread no disease but
old age, the world will be compelled to
regard animal flesh and fermented liquors
as slow but certain poisons. The change
which would be produced by simpler habits on political economy is sufficently remarkable. The monopolizing eater of animal flesh would no longer destroy his
constitution by devouring an acre at a
meal, and many loaves of bread would
cease to contribute to gout, madness, and
apoplexy, in the shape of a pint of porter,
or a dram of gin, when appeasing the
long-protracted famine of the hardworking peasant's hungry babes. The
quantity of nutritious vegetable matter,
consumed in fattening the carcase of an
ox, would afford ten times the sustenance, undepraving indeed, and incapable
of generating disease, if gathered immediately from the bosom of the earth.
The most fertile districts of the habitable
globe are now actually cultivated by men
for animals, at a delay and waste of aliment absolutely incapable of calculation.
It is only the wealthy that can, to any
great degree, even now, indulge the unnatural craving for dead flesh, and they
pay for the greater licence of the privilege
by subjection to supernumerary diseases.
Again, the spirit of the nation, that
should take the lead in this great reform,
would insensibly become agricultural;
commerce, with all its vice, selfishness,
and corruption, would gradually decline;
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more natural habits would produce
gentler manners, and the excessive complication of political relations would be
so far simplified, that every individual
might feel and understand why he loved
his country, and took a personal interest
in its welfare. How would England, for
example, depend on the caprices of
foreign rulers, if she contained with
herself all the necessaries, and despised
whatever they possessed of the luxuries of
life? How could they starve her into compliance with their views! Of what consequence would it be that they refused to
take her woollen manufactures, when
large and fertile tracts of the island ceased
to be allotted to the waste of pasturage?
On a natural system of diet, we should require no spices from India; no wines from
Portugal, Spain, France, or Madeira;
none of those multitudinous articles of
luxury, for which every corner of the
globe is rifled, and which are the causes
of so much individual rivalship, such
calamitous and sanguinary national
disputes. In the history of modern times,
the avarice of commercial monopoly, no
less then the ambition of weak and wicked
chiefs, seems to have fomented the
universal discord, to have added stubbornness to the mistakes of cabinets, and
indocility to the infatuation of the people.
Let it ever be remembered, that it is a foe
to everything of real worth and excellence
in the human character. The odious and
disgusting aristocracy of wealth is built
upon the ruins of all that is good in
chivalry or republicanism; and luxury is
the forerunner of a barbarism scarce
capable of cure. Is it imposible to realize
a state of society, where all the energies
of man shall be directed to the production of his solid happiness? Certainly, if
this advantage (the object of all political
speculation) be in any degree attainable,
it is attainable only by a community
which holds no factitious incentives to the
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avarice and ambition of the few, and
which is internally organized for the liberty, security, and comfort of the many.
None must be intrusted with power (and
money is the completest species of power)
who do not stand pledged to use it exclusively for the general benefit. But the
use of animal flesh and fermented liquors,
directly militates with this equality of the
rights of man. The peasant cannot gratify
these fashionable cravings without leaving his family to starve. Without disease
and war, those sweeping curtailers of
population, pasturage would include a
waste too great t o be afforded. The
labour requisite to support a family is far
lighter than is usually supposed. The
peasantry work, not only for themselves,
but for the aristocracy, the army, and the
manufacturers.
The advantage of a reform in diet is obviously greater than that of any other. It
strikes at the root of the evil. To remedy
the abuses of legislation, before we annihilate the propensities by which they are
produced, is to suppose, that by taking
away the effect, the cause will cease to
operate. But the efficacy of this system
depends entirely on the proselytism of individuals, and grounds its merits, as a
benefit to the community, upon the total
change of the dietetic habits in its
members. It proceeds securely from a
number of particular cases to one that is
universal, and has this advantage over the
contrary mode, that one error does not
invalidate all that has gone before.
Let not too much, however, be expected from this system. The healthiest
among us is not exempt from hereditary
disease. The most symmetrical, athletic,
and long-lived, is a being inexpressibly inferior to what he would have been, had
not the unnatural habits of his ancestors
accumulated for him a certain portion of
malady and deformity. In the most perfect specimen of civilized man, something

is still found wanting by the physiological
critic. Can a return to nature, then instantaneously eradicate predispostions
that have been slowly taking root in the
silence of innumerable ages? -- Indubitably not. . . .
Those who may be induced by these
remarks to give the vegetable system a fair
trial should, in the first place, date the
commencement of their practice from the
moment of their conviction. All depends
upon breaking through a pernicious habit
resolutely and at once. Dr. Trotter
asserts, that no drunkard was ever
reformed by gradually relinquishing his
dram. Animal flesh, in its effects on the
human stomach, is analogous to a dram.
It is similar to the kind, though differing
in the degree, of its operation. The proselyte to pure diet must be warned to expect a temporary diminution of muscular
strength. The subtraction of a powerful
stimulus will suffice to account for this
event. But it is only temporary, and is succeeded by an equable capability for exertion, far surpassing his former various
and fluctuating strength. Above all, he
will acquire an easiness of breathing, by
which such exertion is performed, with a
remarkable exemption from that painful
and difficult panting now felt by almost
every one, after hastily climbing an ordinary mountain. He will be equally
capable of bodily exertion, or mental application, after as before his simple meal.
He will feel none of the narcotic effects
of ordinary diet. Irritability, the direct
consequence of exhausting stimuli, would
yield to the power of natural and tranquil
impulses. He will no longer pine under the
lethargy of ennui, that unconquerable
weariness of life, more to be dreaded than
death itself. He will escape the epidemic
madness which broods over its own injurious notions of the Deity, and "realises
the hell that priests and bedlams feign."
Every man forms as it were his god from

his own character; to the divinity of one
of simple habits no offering would be
more acceptable than the happiness of his
creatures. He would be incapable of
hating or persecuting others for the love
of God. He will find, moreover, a system
of simple diet to be a system of perfect
epicurism. He will no longer be incessantly occupied in blunting and destroying those organs from which he expects
his gratification. The pleasures of taste to
be derived from a dinner of potatoes,
beans, peas, turnips, lettuces, with a
dessert of apples, gooseberries, strawberries, currants, raspberries, and, in winter,
oranges, apples, and pears, is far greater
than is supposed. Those who wait until
they can eat this plain fare with the sauce
of appetite will scarcely join with the
hypocritical sensualist at a lord-mayor's
feast, who declaims against the pleasures
of the table. Solomon kept a thousand
concubines, and owned in despair that all
was vanity. The man, whose happiness is
constituted by the society of one amiable
woman, would find some difficulty in
sympathising with the disappointment of
this venerable debauchee.
I address myself not only to the young
enthusiast, the ardent devotee of truth
and virtue, the pure and passionate
moralist, yet unvitiated by the contagion
of the world. He will embrace a pure
system from its abstract truth, its beauty,
its simplicity, and its promise of wideextended benefit; unless custom has
turned poison into food, he will hate the
brutal pleasures of the chase by instinct;
it will be a contemplation full of horror
and disappointment to his mind, that beings capable of the gentlest and most admirable sympathies, should take delight
in the death-pangs and last convulsions
of dying animals. The elderly man, whose
youth has been poisoned by intemperance, or who has lived with apparent
moderation, and is afflicted with a variety
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of painful maladies, would find his account in a beneficial change produced
without the risk of poisonous medicines.
The mother, to whom the perpetual restlessness of disease, and unaccountable
deaths incident to her children, are the
causes of incurable unhappiness, would
on this diet experience the satisfaction of
beholding their perpetual health and
natural playfullness. The most valuable
lives are daily destroyed by diseases that
it is dangerous to palliate, and impossible to cure, by medicine. How much
longer will man continue to pimp for the
gluttony of death, his most insidious, implacable, and eternal, foe?1°

6. HENRY DAVID THOREAU
One of the greatest American writers,
Thoreau (1817-1862) was one of the few
Transcendentalists to make any attempt
to put his ideals into practice. Not as strict
a vegetarian as other represented here, he
saw the ideal as just that: something to
move toward, and that is what he didso successfully that at his funeral, his
friend and sometime teacher Emerson,
stated categorically that "he ate no animal
food." Thefollowing extracts arefrom his
masterpiece, Walden.
One farmer says to me, "You cannot
live on vegetable food solely, for it furnishes nothing to make the bones with;"
and so he religiously devotes a part of his
day to supplying his system with the raw
material of bones; walking all the while
he talks behind his oxen, which, with
vegetable-made bones, jerk him and his
lumbering plow along in spite of every
obstacle. . . .I1

*

*

*

I have found repeatedly, of late years,
that I cannot fish without falling a little
in self-respect. I have tried it again and
again. I have skill at it, and, like many
of my fellows, a certain instinct for it,
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which revives from time to time, but always when I have done I feel that it would
have been better if I had not fished. I
think that I do not mistake. It is a faint
intimation, yet so are the first streaks of
morning. There is unquestionably this instinct in me which belongs to the lower
orders of creation; yet with every year I
am less a fisherman, though without more
humility or even wisdom; at present I am
no fisherman at all. . . .
Besides, there is something essentially
unclean about this diet and all flesh, and
I began to see where housework commences, and whence the endeavor, which
costs so much, to wear a tidy and respectable appearance each day, to keep the
house sweet and free from all ill odors
and sights. Having been my own butcher
and scullion and cook, as well as the
gentleman for whom the dishes were
served up, I can speak from an unusually
complete experience. The practical objection to animal food in my case was its
uncleanness; and besides, when I had
caught and cleaned and cooked and eaten
my fish, they seemed not to have fed me
essentially. It was insignificant and unnecessary, and cost more than it came to.
A little bread or a few potatoes would
have done as well, with less trouble and
filth. Like many of my contemporaries,
I had rarely for many years used animal
food, or tea, or coffee, etc.; not so much
because of any ill effects which I had
traced to them, as because they were not
agreeable to my imagination. The repugnance to animal food is not the effect of
experience, but is an instinct. It appeared
more beautiful to live low and fare hard
in many respects; and though I never did
so, I went far enough to please my imagination. I believe that every man who
has ever been earnest to preserve his
higher or poetic faculties in the best condition has been particularly inclined to
abstain from animal food, and from

much food of any kind. It is a significant rabbits, or slaughtering lambs, may
fact, stated by entomologists,-I find it learn,-and he will be regarded as a
is Kirby and Spence, -that "some insects benefactor of his race who shall teach
in their perfect state, though furnished man to confine himself to a more innowith organs of feeding, make no use of cent and wholesome diet. Whatever my
them;" and they lay it down as "a general own practice may be, I have no doubt that
rule, that almost all insects in this state it is a part of the destiny of the human
eat much less than in that of larvae. The race, in its gradual improvement, to leave
voracious caterpillar when transformed off eating animals, as surely as the savage
into a butterfly . . . and the gluttonous tribes have left off eating each other when
maggot when become a fly" content they came in contact with the more
themselves with a drop of two of honey civilized.
or some other sweet liquid. The abdomen
7. LEO TOLSTOY
under the wings of the butterfly still represents the larva. This is the tidbit which Tolstoy (1828-1910), the distinguished
tempts his insectivorous fate. The gross Russian novelist, dramatist and essayist,
feeder is a man in the larva state and author of War and Peace, Anna Karethere are whole nations in that condition, nina, Resurrection, and a host of other
nations without fancy or imagination, works, was also a profoundly original
Christian: his attention was focused on
whose vast abdomens betray them.
It is hard to provide and cook so sim- what he understood to be Jesus's conple and clean a diet as will not offend the cerns, rather than on a set of beliefs about
imagination; but this, I think, is to be fed him. He considered the Gospels, containwhen we feed the body; they should both ing the words of Jesus, to be more
sit down at the same table. Yet perhaps authoritative than the rest of the Bible,
this may be done. The fruits eaten and, bypassing theology altogether, artemperately need not make us ashamed rived at a very Christ-like Christianity
of our appetites, nor interrupt the wor- which included the concept that animals
thiest pursuits. But put an extra condi- were also children of God. In his old age,
ment into your dish, and and it will he corresponded with the young Mahatpoison you. It is not worth the while to ma Gandhi, who shared his views on life
live by rich cookery. Most men would feel (and who named one of his South African
shame if caught preparing with their own centers "Tolstoy Farm'?.
The following selection is heavily
hands precisely such a dinner, whether
animal or vegetable food, as is every day abridged from his article, "The First
prepared for them by others. Yet till this Step," and centers around his visit to a
is otherwise we are not civilized, and, if slaughterhouse. Sensitive readers may
gentlemen and ladies are not true men and find his account distasteful, and so indeed
women. This certainly suggests what did he; nevertheless, what he describes is
change is to be made. It may be vain to the reality behind the neatly wrapped
ask why the imagination will not be product for sale in the glass counter. And
reconciled to flesh and fat. I am satisfied if anyone thinks that conditions have
that it is not. Is it not a reproach that man changed in modern slaughterhouses, he or
is a carnivorous animal? True, he can and she is invited to visit one and see: I did
does live, in a great measure, by preying just that as a high school student, and can
on other animals; but this is a miserable report that only a few details such as
way, -as any one who will go to snaring greater automation of bringing the cows
20
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in have changed (they were, at my visit,
brought in hanging by their feet from
overhead trolleys with their heads dangling at arm level; this was hardly an irnprovement for the cow although it was
more convenient for the butcher); the essence is exactly the same as he describes it.

question raised when vegetarianism is
discussed. But at first I felt ashamed to
do so, as one is always ashamed of going
to look at suffering which one knows is
about to take place but which one cannot avert; and so I kept putting off my
visit.
But a little while ago I met on the road
I remember how an Evangelical preach- a butcher returning to Tula after a visit
er who was attacking monastic asceticism to his home. He is not yet an experienced
once said to me with pride at his own butcher, and his duty is to stab with a
originality, 'Ours is not a Christianity of knife. I asked him whether he did not feel
fasting and privations, but of beefsteaks.' sorry for the animals that he killed. He
Christianity, or virtue in general - and gave me the usual answer: 'Why should
I feel sorry? It is necessary.' But when I
beefsteaks!
During a long period of darkness and told him that eating flesh is not necessary,
lack of all guidance, Pagan or Christian, but is only a luxury, he agreed; and then
so many wild, immoral ideas have made he admitted that he was sorry for the
their way into our life (especially into that animals. 'But what can I do?' he said, 'I
lower region of the first steps towards a must earn my bread. At first I was afraid
good life - our relation to food to which to kill. My father, he never even killed a
no one paid any attention), that it is dif- chicken in all his life.' The majority of
ficult for us in our days even to under- Russians cannot kill; they feel pity, and
stand the audacity and senselessness of express the feeling by the word 'fear'.This
upholding Christianity or virtue with man had also been 'afraid', but he was so
beefsteaks.
no longer. He told me that most of the
We are not horrified by this association work was done on Fridays, when it consimply because a strange thing has tinues until the evening.
befallen us. We look and see not: listen
Not long ago I also had a talk with a
and hear not. There is no bad odour, no retired soldier, a butcher, and he too was
sound, no monstrosity, to which man surprised at my assertion that it was a pity
cannot become so accustomed that he to kill, and said the usual things about its
ceases to remark what would strike a man being ordained. But afterwards he agreed
unaccustomed to it. And it is precisely the with me: 'Especially when they are quiet,
same in the moral region. Christianity and tame cattle. They come, poor things!
morality with beefsteaks!
trusting you. It is very pitiful.'
A few days ago I visited the slaughterThis is dreadful! Not the suffering and
house in our town of Tula. It is built on death of the animals, but that a man supthe new and improved system practised presses in himself, unnecessarily, the
in large towns, with a view to causing the highest spiritual capacity - that of symanimals as little suffering as possible. It pathy and pity towards living creatures
was on Friday, two days before Trinity like himself-and by violating his own
Sunday. There were many cattle there. feelings becomes cruel. And how deeply
Long before this, when reading that ex- seated in the human heart is the injunccellent book, The Ethics of Diet, I had tion not to take life!
wished to visit a slaughter-house in order
Once, when walking from Moscow, I
to see with my own eyes the reality of the was offered a lift by some carters who
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were going from Serpukhov to a
neighboring forest to fetch wood. It was
Thursday before Easter. I was seated in
the first cart with a strong, red, coarse
cartman, who evidently drank. On entering a village we saw a well-fed, naked,
pink pig being dragged out of the first
yard to be slaughtered. It squealed in a
dreadful voice, resembling the shriek of
a man. Just as we were passing they began
to kill it. A man gashed its throat with a
knife. The pig squealed still more loudly
and piercingly, broke away from the men,
and ran off covered with blood. Being
near-sighted I did not see all the details.
I saw only the human-looking pink body
of the pig and heard its desperate squeal,
but the carter saw all the details and
watched closely. They caught the pig,
knocked it down, and finished cutting its
throat. When its squeals ceased the carter
sighed heavily. 'Do men really not have
to answer for such things?' he said.
So strong is man's aversion to all killing. But by example, by encouraging
greediness, by the assertion that God has
allowed it, and above all by habit, people entirely lose this natural feeling.
On Friday I decided to go to Tula, and,
meeting a meek, kind acquaintance of
mine, I invited him to accompany me.
'Yes, I have heard that the arrangements are good, and have been wishing
to go and see it; but if they are slaughtering I will not go in.'
'Why not? That's just what I want to
see! If we eat flesh it must be killed.'
'NO, no, I cannot!'
It is worth remarking that this man is
a sportsman and himself kills animals and
birds.
So we went to the slaughter-house. . . .
It was the Friday before Trinity-a
warm day in June. The smell of glue and
blood was even stronger and more penetrating than on my first visit. The work
was at its height. The dusty yard was full

of cattle, and animals had been driven into all the enclosures beside the chambers.
In the street before the entrance stood
carts to which oxen, calves, and cows
were tied. Other carts drawn by good
horses and filled with live calves whose
heads hung down and swayed about,
drew up and were unloaded; and similar
carts containing the carcasses of oxen,
with trembling legs sticking out, with
heads and bright red lungs and brown
livers, drove away from the slaughterhouse. By the fence stood the cattledealers' horses. The dealers themselves, in
their long coats, with their whips and
knouts in their hands, were walking about
the yard, either marking with tar cattle
belonging to the same owner, or bargaining, or else guiding oxen and bulls from
the great yard into the enclosures which
lead into the chambers. These men were
evidently all preoccupied with money
matters and calculations, and any thought
as to whether it was right or wrong to kill
these animals was as far from their minds
as were questions about the chemical
composition of the blood which covered
the floor of the chambers.
No butchers were to be seen in the
yard; they were all in the chambers at
work. That day about a hundred head of
cattle were slaughtered. I was on the point
of entering one of the chambers, but
stopped short at the door. I stopped both
because the chamber was crowded with
carcasses which were being moved about,
and also because blood was flowing on
the floor and dripping from above. All
the butchers present were besmeared with
blood, and had I entered I, too, should
certainly have been covered with it. One
suspended carcass was being taken down,
another was being moved towards the
door, a third, a slaughtered ox was lying
with its white legs raised, while a butcher
with strong hand was ripping up its tightstretched hide.
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Through the door opposite the one at second, third, and fourth ox. It was the
which I was standing, a big, red, well-fed same with each: the same cutting off of
ox was led in. Two men were dragging the head with bitten tongue, and the same
it, and hardly had it entered when I saw convulsive members. The only difference
a butcher raise a knife above its neck and was that the butcher did not always strike
stab it. The ox, as if all four legs had sud- at once so as to cause the animal's fall.
denly given way, fell heavily on its belly, Sometimes he missed his aim, whereupon
immediately turned over on one side, and the ox leaped up, bellowed, and covered
began to work its legs and its whole hind with blood, tried to escape. But then his
quarters. Another butcher at once threw head was pulled under a bar, struck a sehimself upon the ox from the side op- cond time, and he fell.
I afterwards entered by the door at
posite to the twitching legs, caught its
horns and twisted its head down to the which the oxen were led in. Here I saw
ground, while another butcher cut its the same thing, only nearer, and therefore
throat with a knife. From beneath the more plainly. But chiefly I saw here, what
head there flowed a stream of blackish- I had not seen before, how the oxen were
red blood, which a besmeared boy caught forced to enter this door. Each time an
in a tin basin. All the time this was going ox was seized in the enclosure and pulled
on the ox kept incessantly twitching its forward by a rope tied to its horns, the
head as if trying to get up, and waved its animal, smelling blood, refused to adfour legs in the air. The basin was quick- vanced, and sometimes bellowed and
ly filling, but the ox still lived, and its drew back. It would have been beyond the
stomach heaving heavily, both hind and strength of the two men to drag it in by
fore legs worked so violently that the but- force, so one of the butchers went round
chers held aloof. When one basin was full each time, grasped the animal's tail, and
the boy carried it away on his head to the twisted it so violently that the gristle
albumen factory, while another boy crackled, and the ox advanced.
placed a fresh basin, which also soon
When they had finished with the cattle
began to fill up. But still the ox heaved of one owner they brought in those of
its body and worked its hind legs.
another. The first animal of this next lot
When the blood ceased to flow the was not an ox but a bull-a fine, wellbutcher raised the animal's head and bred creature, black, with white spots on
began to skin it. The ox continued to its legs, young, muscular, full of energy.
writhe. The head, stripped of its skin, He was dragged forward, but he lowered
showed red with white veins, and kept the his head and resisted sturdily. Then the
position given it by the butcher; the skin butcher who followed behind seized the
hung on both sides. Still the animal did tail like an engine-driver grasping the hannot cease to writhe. Then another butcher dle of a whistle, twisted it, the gristle
caught hold of one of the legs, broke it, crackled, and the bull rushed forward,
cut it off. In the remaining legs and upsetting the men who held the rope.
stomach the convulsions still continued. Then it stopped, looking sideways with its
The other legs were cut off and thrown black eyes, the whites of which had filled
aside, together with those of other oxen with blood. But again the tail crackled,
belonging to the same owner. Then the and the bull sprang forward and reached
carcass was dragged to the hoist and hung the required spot. The striker apup and the convulsions were over.
proached, took aim, and struck. But the
Thus I looked on from the door at the blow missed the mark. The bull leaped
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up, shook his head, bellowed, and,
covered with blood, broke free and
rushed back. The men at the doorway all
sprang aside; but the experienced butchers, with the dash of men inured to
danger, quickly caught the rope; again the
tail operation was repeated, and again the
bull was in the chamber, where he was
dragged under the bar, from which he did
not again escape. The striker quickly took
aim at the spot where the hair divides like
a star, and, notwithstanding the blood,
found it, struck, and the fine animal, full
of life, collapsed, its head and legs
writhing while it was bled and the head
skinned. . . .
And see, a kind, refined lady will
devour the carcasses of these animals with
full assurance that she is doing right, at
the same time asserting two contradictory
propositions:
First, that she is, as her doctor assures
her, so delicate that she cannot be
sustained by vegetable food alone and
that for her feeble organism flesh is indispensable; and secondly, that she is so
sensitive that she is unable, not only
herself to inflict suffering on animals, but
even to bear the sight of suffering.
Whereas the poor lady is weak precisely
because she has been taught to live upon
food unnatural to man; and she cannot
avoid causing suffering to animals - for
she eats them.

*

*

*

We cannot pretend that we do not
know this. We are not ostriches, and cannot believe that if we refuse to look at
what we do not wish to see, it will not exist. This is especially the case when what
we do not wish to see is what we wish to
eat. If it were really indispensable, or if
not indispensable, at least in some way
useful! But it is quite unnecessary, and
only serves to develop animal feelings, to
excite desire, and to promote fornication
and drunkenness. And this is continually

being confirmed by the fact that young,
kind, undepraved prople - especially
women and girls - without knowing how
it logically follows, feel that virtue is incompatible with beefsteaks, and, as soon
as they wish to be good, give up eating
flesh.
What, then, do I wish to say? That in
order to be moral people must cease to
eat meat? Not at all.
I only wish to say that for a good life
a certain order of good actions is indispensable; that if a man's aspirations
toward right living be serious they will inevitably follow one definite sequence; and
that in this sequence the first virtue a man
will strive after will be self-control, selfrestraint. And in seeking for self-control
a man will inevitably follow one definite
sequence, and in this sequence the first
thing will be self-control in food . . . And
. . . if he be really and seriously seeking
to live a good life, the first thing from
which he will abstain will always be the
use of animal food, because, to say nothing of the excitation of the passions
caused by such food, its use is simply immoral, as it involves the performance of
an act which is contrary to moral feeling - killing; and is called forth only by
greediness and the desire for tasty
food. . . .
But why, if the wrongfulness - i.e. the
immorality - of animal food was known
to humanity so long ago, have people not
yet come to acknowledge this law? will be
asked by those who are accustomed to be
led by public opinion rather than by
reason.
The answer to this question is that the
moral progress of humanity - which is the
foundation of every other kind of progress - is always slow; but that the sign of
true, not casual, progress is its uninterruptedness and its continual acceleration.
And the progress of vegetarianism is of
this kind. That progress is expressed . . .
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in the actual life of mankind, which from
many causes is involuntarily passing more
and more from carnivorous habits to
vegetable food, and is also deliberately
following the same path in a movement
which shows evident strength, and which
is growing larger and larger -viz. vegetarianism. That movement has during the
last ten years advanced more and more
rapidly. More and more books and periodicals on this subject appear every year;
one meets more and more people who
have given up meat; and abroad, especially in Germany, England, and America, the number of vegetarian hotels and
restaurants increases year by year.
This movement should cause especial
joy to those whose life lies in the effort
to bring about the kingdom of God on
earth, not because vegetarianism is in
itself an important step towards that
kingdom (all true steps are both important and unimportant), but because it is
a sign that the aspiration of mankind
towards moral perfection is serious and
sincere, for it has taken the one unalterable order of succession natural to it,
beginning with the first step.
One cannot fail to rejoice at this, as
people could not fail to rejoice who, after
striving to reach the upper story of a
house by trying vainly and at random to
climb the walls from different points,
should at last assemble at the first step of
the staircase and crowd towards it, convinced that there can be no way up except
by mounting this first step of the stairs.I3
8. BERNARD SHAW
Shaw lived 94 years, from 1856 to 1950;
he was an Irishman who achieved success
as an English writer, widely accepted as
the greatest English-language dramatist
after Shakespeare. He was primarily
noted for his comedy, and his comments
on vegetarianism are more humorous and
self-mocking than the others quoted here.
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Nevertheless he was deadly serious about
it, and his comment below on dying
rather than "cannibalism" comes from a
real incident. These selections are from
collections of his short writings and
sayings.
Were you always a vegetarian? How
did you first become one?
No: I was a cannibal for twenty-five
years; for the other twenty I have been a
vegetarian. Shelley first opened my eyes
to the infamy of my habits; but it was not
until 1881 or thereabouts that the establishment of vegetarian restaurants made
reform practicable without disastrous private experiments. The great secret of vegetarianism is never to eat vegetables.
There is no doubt that my vegetarianism
has produced an extraordinary effect on
the conscience of my critics. You have noticed, no doubt, that no other author is
written about quite as I am. You see a
long article, purporting to be a notice of
my latest book. You take it up, and presently discover that what the critic is really doing is defending his private life
against mine - that it is all the apologia
pro sua vita of a deeply-wounded man.
The critic tries to go through his usual
brilliant pen performance; but the blood
of the Deptford Victualling Yard chokes
him, and the horrible carcass groves of
Farringdon Market rise up and appal
him. This is a most curious phenomenon:
you cannot have failed to notice it. . . .
All that mauvaise honte is the remorse of
the meat-eater in the presence of the man
who is a living proof that meat is not indispensable to success in literature. All my
other peculiarities are familiar to them,
and even shared by them in one point or
another. But this is a matter of bloodguilt; and Blut ist ein ganz besondrer
Saft. l 4

*

*

*

I have lived and worked without flesh,
fish, fowl, tea, coffee, tobacco or spirits;

9. BABA SAWAN SINGH
and all statements to the contrary are
entered in the books of the R.ecording
The great Master, who was responsible
Angel the moment they are made as agfor the spread of Sant Mat or the Way
gravated and outrageous falsehoods. . . .
of the Saints into the West, lived from
Everything I eat has been proved by some
1858 to 1948 and had hundreds of thouwriter or other to be a deadly poison.
sands of disciples. His writings have often
Everything I don't eat has been proved inappeared in these pages, and his advocacy
dispensable to life!
of
the vegetarian diet as aprerequisite for
*
*
*
spirituality is well known to our readers.
Think of the fierce energy concentrated
The following conversation, transcribed
in an acorn! You bury it in the ground,
in the 19303, shows the Master explainand it explodes into a giant oak. Bury a
ing these concepts to an extraordinarily
sheep, and nothing happens but decay. If
varied group, including Christian misthe Government, instead of leaving the
sionaries, Mohammedans, skeptical nonEnglish people to bury sheep in their ininitiates and initiates.
sides, compels them to bury beans., I will
"This process of dying while living must
not answer for the consequences. . . . The
be
very painful," the young barrister
bull is a vegetarian; and if the John Bull
commented.
takes to the same diet, it may tax all the
"No, even a child of six years can do
resources of the Government to put a ring
it
under the guidance of a Perfect
through his nose.
*
*
*
Master," replied the Great Master.
"Why does not all the world do it
A man of my spiritual intensity does
then?" asked the young barrister.
not eat corpses.
*
*
*
"Because they have not come across a
[Shaw, a vegetarian, was told by the doc- Master and do not know the process,"
tors in 1898, that he would die unless he was the Great Master's reply.
"Can I know it? Are there any condiate some meat. He said:]
My situation is a solemn one. Life is of- tions attached to it or is any preparation
fered to me on condition of eating beef- required?" asked the barrister.
"Yes," replied the Great Master. "One
steaks. But death is better than cannibalism. My will contains directions for my must abstain from all kinds of alcoholic
funeral, which will be followed not by drinks and animal foods, including eggs,
mourning coaches, but by oxen, sheep, fish, fowl and all preparations made from
flocks of poultry, and a small traveling them such as cakes and pastry, and must
aquarium of live fish, all wearing white lead a pure, chaste life."
"Even cakes and pastry are to be given
scarfs in honor of the man who perished
rather than eat his fellow creatures. It will up? That would be a real ordeal!" exbe, with the exception of Noah's ark, the claimed the barrister.
The Great Master smiled. "It depends
most remarkable thing of the kind seen.
on what one values more," He said. "The
ephemeral pleasures of this life or the
Let us acknowledge that we are everlasting treasures of the higher life."
"Why is flesh-eating prohibited?" the
vegetarians because meat-eating is repugnant to our nature, and, having said that, young man enquired.
"Because the taking of life hardens the
let us insist that our nature is the higher
heart
and creates a heavy debt of karmas.
nature.I5
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Meat as a food bars one's spiritual and on the small table in my bedroom you
will find, wrapped in a newspaper, a
progress."
"Has not God created all these birds handwritten manuscript of a Persian
and beasts for us to eat?" persisted the book, Dabistan-i-Mazahib. Professor Jag
barrister.
Mohan La1 has brought it from H . H . KaThe Great Master laughed and said, purthala's Library."
"What would be your answer if the lions
"I know, Sir, shall I bring it?" asked the
and tigers were to put the same question writer. I brought the book and handed it
to you about man?"
to the Great Master, who opened it at
"But man cannot be said to have been several places and searched for the pascreated as food for the beasts," the bar- sage He wished to refer to. After a few
rister protested.
minutes He handed over the manuscript
"But beasts think differently," said the to Bawa Harnam Singh and said, "This
Great Master.
book was written by Mohsin Fani, a very
"All Mohammedans and Christians learned Mohammedan writer, who was
take meat," said the young man.
the contemporary and a friend of Guru
To this the Great Master replied, "No Arjan Dev Ji. It is the only available
Saint, to whatever religion, country or age record of that time and a very reliable
he belonged, ever allowed his disciples to one."
The Great Master then pointed to page
eat flesh. After the passing of time when
their true teachings are forgotten, their 248 (Vol. 11) which Bawa Harnam Singh
followers who remain disciples in name read. It said, "Guru Nanak had strictly
only start taking prohibited foods. In a prohibited His disciples to drink wine and
book on the life of Prophet Mohammed, to eat meat. He Himself never ate any
I read that He took meat only four times flesh and ordered the disciples not to
during His whole life. Maulana Rum cause injury to any living being. Guru Arsays, 'Lahan ki guft ast Sultan-i-Azman, jan Dev, on being informed that this
Lahan-i-Khud gufta na lahne deegran.' precept of the great Guru was not being
'The flesh which the Great Sultan (Proph- strictly followed by some of the Sangat,
et Mohammed) allowed to eat, is your again reasserted this commandment and
own flesh and not that of others.' ('Eat said that Guru Nanak had not approved
your flesh' here refers to the body's of it."
"One thing cannot be denied," said the
becoming thin and lean by meditating and
Great Master, "and that is that the aniausterities).
The Mohammedan doctor said, "Yes. mals and birds that we kill do not want
Prophet Mohammed took meat only four to die. They try to escape death at our
times in the whole of His life. There is an hands and want to live as much as we do.
Ayat in Quran which says that the flesh Do they not try to escape our grip as we
and blood of the animals sacrificed does catch them to butcher them? Do they not
not reach God but devotion and holy liv- cry for help? Do they not feel the pain
that we inflict upon them? Are they not
ing reach Him."
Here Bawa Harnam Singh spoke up as much the children of God as we are?
and said, "But Guru Nanak never pro- Will the Merciful Lord not call us to account for butchering them mercilessly?"
hibited its use."
"It is true that fowls and other birds cry
"He certainly did," said the Great
Master. Then, addressing the writer, the piteously when we slay them," comGreat Master said, "Please go upstairs, mented the missionary professor.
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"If they feel pain and pleasure, our killing them is a sin and their Creator will not
forgive us for destroying them," said the
Great Master.
"Pain they do feel," the professor
reiterated.
"One who loves God and desires to
meet Him, will not kill any living
creature. Eating of animal food drags one
down to the animal plane and makes one
more or less like animals," was the
Master's comment.
"We, who have been used to animal
food for generations, would find it very
difficult to give it up," said the professor.
"Where there is the will, there is a way,"
said the Great Master, "and the Lord certainly helps those who want to tread the
Path of Mercy and Righteousness. Hundreds of American and European Satsangis have taken to the vegetarian diet
and it is no problem for them."
"Certainly, one has to make some
sacrifices for the love of God," the missionary professor remarked.
"Saints say that there is life and consciousness in plants and vegetables also,"
said the young barrister.
"That is true," said the Great Master.
"Certainly there is a soul in every grain
of wheat that we eat. Guru Nanak says,
'All the grains that we see, in each is imprisoned a soul divine.' Maulana Rum
says, 'Like green grass I have been born
many times, seven hundred and seventy
lives have I seen.' But there is a difference
in the degree of consciousness, feeling and
development. The amount of sin involved
in eating varies with the feeling of misery
and pain that each feels. Shall I make it
more clear? Listen. There are five classes
of creation, or five kinds of life in the
world in accordance with the number and
quantity of Tattvas (elements) of which
these are formed.
1. In the first class only one element
predominates. The other four eleJuly 1982

ments are present in a very small
quantity and are dormant. This class
consists of rocks and all other minerals, and the element of earth prevails in this group. In the first class
we also have vegetables, plants and
all vegetation, in which case the element of water predominates. There
are some vegetables which, when
dried, lost nine-tenths of their
weight.
2. The second class consists of
creatures in whom two elements predominate, and includes insects (fire
and air), etc.
3. In the third class come birds, with
three elements -water, fire and air.
4. The fourth class comprises beasts
and quadrupeds such as cows,
horses, etc. In them all the elements
are active with the exception of
Akash Tattva (ether). That is why
they have poor intelligence.
5. In the fifth class comes man, whose
body is a fort, with all five elements
in perfect proportion.
"Now the punishment for killing a man
is death, but it is not so if you kill a horse
or a dog. You can appease the owner by
paying him its price. If you kill a bird the
amount of sin is still further reduced, and
in plucking fruit or eating a carrot, the
sin is much less than in killing a rat or a
hare. So when the ancient Rishis realized
that the Kal had make such an arrangement in this world that life could subsist
only on life, and that taking of life was
also a sin of the highest order, they decided that the best policy to follow was
to live on edibles the comsumption of
which would inflict the least pain and suffering. So, they, under these circumstances, adopted the vegetarian diet. In
vegetables and fruits the sense of feeling
is totally dead, they do not cry or bewail
as other species do. The Saints say that
as you cannot live without eating, so eat

such food by taking which you may incur the least burden of karmas, and also
try to leave this world where you cannot
live without constant destruction of life
and which is not your True Home."
"Why has Kal, the Negative Power, arranged things like this?" the young barrister asked.
"Kal does not want any soul to get out
of his Prison House, this world, of which
he is the ruler. He fights vehemently for
every single soul," the Great Master explained.
"You say that hunting, fishing and all
killing is bad. Is killing a tiger or a leopard
also bad?" asked the missionary professor.
"That depends upon circumstances,"
said the Great Master. "Cruelty to
animals and taking of life is a bad thing,
but occasions may arise when you have
to kill. Suppose a tiger becomes a menace
to your town or village. It takes away
your cattle and has caused many deaths
among the inhabitants. In such circumstances its destruction would be justified.
But killing of beasts simply for the sake
of pastime or pleasure shall certainly have
to be accounted for."
"How to deal with the rats, rabbits,
locusts and other pests that destroy the
crop?" the missionary asked.
The Great Master answered, "Yes, you
may kill them. When the question is one
of deciding between two evils, you can
fight the greater one. Killing harmful
animals and reptiles such as snakes and
lions in self-defence is not sinful."
"Meat eating may sometimes become
necessary," the missionary said.
"Meat eating hardens the heart and
makes one callous towards life," said the
Great Master. "It kills the feelings of pity
and kindness and is a great hindrance to
higher spiritual life."
"Don't we help the animals whose flesh
we partake in their elevation to a higher
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species?" asked the barrister.
The Great Master laughed very heartily
and said, "When you kill an animal and
eat its flesh, you deal with its body only.
Over its soul you have no control. It is
the spirit that is to be elevated and not the
body. Have you any hand in deciding the
fate of the soul whose body you have
eaten? Its destiny is in the hands of some
other Power who decides where it is to be
sent."
"When you prohibit meat eating, why
is the use of leather shoes and other
similar articles allowed?" the barrister
asked.
"I do not think that cattle are killed for
their leather value," said the Great
Master. "At least not so in India. Here the
animals who die their natural death supply sufficient leather for this purpose.
Moreover, as we have to live in this
world, a line has to be drawn somewhere.
But there are people who do not use even
leather shoes."
"Thank you very much, Guru Ji," the
missionary professor said.
Addressing the missionary group the
Great Master said, "I have kept you
awake for a very long time. Now it is time
to go to bed."
"We have decided to stay here tomorrow. One of us will go to inform our chief
in Lahore," said the missionary professor.
"That is good," said the Great Master.
"We meet tomorrow morning at 9
clock."'^
10. SANT KIRPAL SINGH
The writings on diet of this great modern
Saint (1894-1974), disciple and successor
of Baba Sawan Singh, have been widely
circulated, and we are using only three
short excerpts to make a final comment.
The first, never before published, is a
transcription from a recorded talk given
in June 1955; the Master is commenting
on a hymn of Guru Arjan, the fifth Guru
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of the Sikhs. The other two are from his
book, The Way of the Saints.
Guru Arjan says, "Look here, you are
putting to death everybody." All these
birds, animals, and this and that. And
you enjoy all that! Whereas the commandments have been there from all the
Masters, "Kill not." You see? Don't even
think evil of others. What are you doing?
And while killing others, you simply enjoy them! They are just like you are, you
see; going around in various incarnations.
Have pity on your soul-What are you
doing?
God resides in everything, is it not? In all creation and everywhere. If you like
to meet God, if you just kill others - you
see - or just harm others - think about
harming others- ! You must observe
complete non-violence in word, deed and
thought, because God resides in every
heart.
The first commandment, you see, is:
"Love thy God with all thy heart, with all
thy mind, with all thy strength." And the
second comes: "Love thy neighbor as
thyself." Are these animals not your
neighbors? They are the creation, God is
enlivening everybody. He resides everywhere, there is no place where there is no
God, you see. If you have to love God,
you have to love all creation. If you have
no love for the creation, how can you
have love for God? God is love, you see.
those who love God, love all creation.
They only can know God, because God
is love. On these two Commandments,
you see, hang all other Commandments.
And we do not care for all these things?
We simply say that our bodies have to be
maintained by this and that thing. . . .
Well, look here, I will give you the example of the elephant - how strong he is! But
does he eat by killing others? No, not in
the least."

*
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*

What we eat goes to constitute the body
and the mind. "Sound mind in a sound
body" is a well known aphorism. We can
neither have one nor the other with unwholesome diet. A strictly vegetarian diet
consisting of vegetables and fruits, both
fresh and dried, cereals, dairy products
like milk, cream, butter, cheese, yoghurt,
etc., is essential for all aspirations for
Truth. We must therefore avoid meat,
meat juices, fish, fowl, eggs both fertile
and unfertile, or anything containing any
of these ingredients in any form or in any
degree. Every action has a reaction and
flesh eating involves contracting fresh
Karmas and thus helps to keep the inexorable Karmic wheel in motion for we
have to reap what we sow. We cannot
have roses if we sow thistles.
The above prohibitions apply equally
to all kinds of alcoholic drinks, intoxicants, opiates and narcotic drugs, as they
tend to dull our conscienceness and make
us morbid.
"The body is the temple of the living
God" and it must therefore be kept
scrupulously clean.
Any prospective candidate for Initiation should therefore try the vegetarian
diet for at least three to six months, to ensure that he or she can adhere to it, when
put on the Path.IB

*

*

*

It is very necessary to distinguish clearly
the ends from the means. To lay too
much stress on the means is likely to make
us gradually forget our objective and to
become fossilized. Once we know, for example, that abstinence from all kinds of
meat diet and spiritous liquors helps us
on the spiritual Path, it is enough that we
avoid them. But to take it as an end in
itself is to miss the goal. Offending others
because they eat meat is worse than meateating itself. Hate the sin, but love the sinner. Live and let others live. Welcome
those are who choose to come on the way,
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but we have no right t o hate or offend
others because they eat meat. Vegetarian
diet is essentially a helping factor for
those who would prefer t o follow the
teachings of the Master. Hafiz, a great
Saint, says, "Drink wine, burn the holy
scriptures, and put Kaba, the House of
G o d o n fire. You may d o all this but
never offend o r molest anybody." If you
are really anxious to meet God you should
not offend o r molest the heart of
anybody, which is the dwelling house of
God. It may however be stated that if one
adheres t o strict vegetarian diet, that will
help a good deal in having normal life but
does not necessarily result in better
tempers, controlled sex life or detachment
from gross thoughts, desires and actions,
worldly ambitions, possessiveness, lust or
greed. Kabir says, "If you leave hearth
and home and retire t o a secluded place
and live o n pure vegetarian diet, even then
the mind does not leave off its base
habits." Alongside such essential a n d
positive aids, we must religiously devote
regular time t o the spiritual practices of
contacting the Light a n d Sound so as t o
cut down the ramifications of mind,
which is s o very necessary for selfrealization and God-realization, and mold
o u r life accordingly. I would like t o add
that for the aspirants o n the P a t h it is but
necessary that so long as one is in the
physical body, vegetarianism should be
strictly adhered to. T h e unholy may be
sanctified and made holy only when o n e
is altogether above body-consciousness.
And relaxation in the matter of diet
would not only be a positive hindrance in
meditations but would unnecessarily contract Karmic reaction. N o doubt there is
life principle in all type of diets, yet in the
vegetables it is in the lowest form and as
such the least harmful. The real goal is
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t o use every means possible t o rise into
full God-consciousness. I g
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